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Abstract

Evaluation of the source term released to environment under the accident

conditions is important to the safety evaluation and design of reactor containment

vessel. However, available data related to FBR source term are very limited,

especially for the FPs release data from overheated FBR fuel. The present, source

term evaluation of FBR is based on assumption from that of LWR. Though, this

evaluation is very conservative. Evaluation large scale FBR source term using this

method is result in extremely conservative and lead construction of large scale plant

becomes doubtful from the viewpoints of cost and safety system.

Though, it is necessary to evaluate source term from the realistic and rational

scenario considering a characteristic of FBR. Preparation of FPs release experiment

from irradiated fuel is going on to investigate the FPs release and transport and to

develop the analysis code for in-vessel source term evaluation.

Fabrication of this apparatus was started in 1992, and the installation was

completed in 1994. This apparatus passed the facility inspection by Science and

Technology Agency in March 1995.

This apparatus consists of a high frequency induction furnace, thermal gradient

tube (TGT), sintered metal filters, cold traps, gas-analyzer, y -ray spectrometry

system and so on.

In the experiment, FPs release rate and behavior will be investigated using y -ray

spectrogram and FP gas analysis. Physical and chemical composition of released FP

would be investigated from FPs deposited profiles on TGT.

Now, cold experiment using simulant FP materials are conducted.
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1.INTRODUCTION

The TMI accident in 1979 is made to be an opportunity, source term research for

the LWR is executed mainly in U.S.A., and the data is accumulated. The example

of this experiment data is introduced in figure 1. In NRC of U.S.A., the data

obtained in this experiment is reflected in CORSOR codes, etc. as an estimation

equation of the FP release rate from the fuel in the reactor accident. In the

meantime, available data related to FBR source term are very limited. And, there

is large difference in LWR and FBR fuel, and it is not possible to compare LWR

with FBR directly. The difference of the source term evaluation between LWR and

FBR is explained in following (table 1 reference).

• Burn-up of the FBR fuel is higher than that of LWR fuel. Therefore, the FP

release behavior seems to be different because of difference of FP inventory and

structure of the fuel.

• The plutonium behavior is important in FBR, because Pu mixed-oxide fuel are

used.

• The fuel temperature exceeds the melting point in the severe case in FBR

accident, while not exceed the melting point in LWR. The NUREG evaluation

equation is shown that the FP release rate increases with the fuel temperature as

shown in figure 1, and it is supposed that the FP release rate increases more

rapidly in the region over the melting point.

• It must be considered that the difference of coolant and cladding tube material

have an effect on reactivity and physics and chemical form of the released FP

materials. And, it must be evaluated that the reaction between coolant and

structural material affects the FP release behavior.

2.EXPERIMENT PURPOSE AND PARAMETER

The purpose of this examination is to develop the source term evaluation code, by

investigating the FP and fuel materials release rate under the FBR accident

conditions, and clarifying the FP release mechanism from the fuel. Therefore, in

the examination, it is necessary to investigate the sort and quantity of released FP,
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release rate, physical chemistry form, particles sizes of FP aerosol, etc..

It is necessary the following items which affects the FP release behavior to be test

parameter, in this experiment.

• Fuel temperature (maximum temperature, heating rate)

• Keeping time in maximum temperature

• Burn-up of the fuel

• Existence of other structural material.

• Atmosphere condition.

Considering the experiment purpose, maximum heating temperature of fuel

specimens must be over 2800°C (fuel melting point), and heating rate is necessary

to simulate the fuel heating rate in the hypothetic accident conditions as shown in

table 2 . However, the fuel heating rate on LOF-TOP and LOF accident was

excluded from the experiment condition, because the heating rate is extremely high,

the heating rate can not be achieved by any outside heating method. Therefore, this

experiment will be executed by fuel heating rate of slow-TOP, PLOHS, slow-TOP,

PLOHS accidents. Maximum heating rate and maximum operation temperature of

the test apparatus are about 15°C/sec, and more than 2800°C, respectively.

Irradiated fuel pellets in the experimental fast reactor "Joyo" up to a burn up of

lOOOOOMwd/t is used as the specimen. And, the experiment where cladding tube

materials and control rod materials, etc. are added to the irradiated fuel pellets will

be also carried out in order to simulate the FBR accident conditions. The test

atmosphere is argon or argon + sodium vapor simulated to FBR accident

conditions.

3.COLD EXPERIMENT

3.1 Outline of cold experiment

As advanced experiment and measuring techniques are required to execute the hot

experiment, the cold mock-up experiment is carried out. Survey items in this cold

experiment are as follows.

• To establish the melting technique of the high-melting point materials
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• To establish the sampling technique of simulant FP

• To establish the sodium vapor supplying technique to the test apparatus

The knowledge obtained from the operation of the cold test apparatus has been

reflected in design and construction of the hot test apparatus anytime.

3.2 Cold test apparatus

The schematic drawing of the cold test apparatus is shown in figure 2. This

apparatus is consist of high frequency induction heating furnace to melt simulant FP

materials, sampling system to trap the released material and sodium vaporizer for

supplying the sodium vapor to this apparatus.

(l)High frequency induction heating furnace

This equipment is to melt the simulant FP material, using high frequency induction

heating method. The tungsten crucible (installed in the heating container) which

stores the specimen is installed in the center of the furnace. This equipment has

achieved the maximum operation temperature of 2800°C and over the maximum

heating rate of 15°C/sec .

(2)Sampling system

The sampling system are consist of the following items for collecting released

simulant FP material: Temperature gradient tube(TGT), sintered metal filter and

cold trap.

The temperature gradient tube is the sampling device that has fixed temperature

gradient of 750~~ 150°C at a piping area. This device is one to identify the chemical

form of the simulant FP materials by utilizing the property that the specific

materials deposited specific temperature position.

The sintered metal filter is the granular simulant FP sampling device which can not

be collected in the TGT, and 5 types of filters which the mesh size differs are used

in order to investigate the particle size distribution of the specimen.

The cold trap is the sampling device that condensed and trapped simulant FP
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material which can not be collected in the TGT and the sintered metal filter by

cooling up to -80°C.

(3)Sodium vapor generator

For the purpose of establishing sodium vapor supply method which can be applied

to the hot test apparatus, Following 3 types of sodium vapor supply method are

investigated: outer tank type, cartridge type, inner-crucible type (figure 3

reference).

The outer tank type sodium vapor generator is the method that heats sodium and

transports evaporating sodium with the carrier gas.

The cartridge type sodium vapor generator is now investigating as a method for

enabling much the sodium vapor supply, by miniaturizing the sodium tank, and

raising the operating temperature.

The inner-crucible type sodium vapor generator is installed in the furnace upper

part, and it is a method for generating the sodium vapor by the radiant heat in the

heating furnace operation. In this method, the generated vapor quantity is

controlled by adjusting number of reflectors under the sodium tank.

4.HOT EXPERIMENT

4.1 Hot test apparatus

The schematic drawing of the hot test apparatus is shown in figure 4. This

apparatus is consist of high frequency induction heating furnace to melt irradiated

fuel specimen, sampling system to trap the released FP materials, y -ray spectrum

measuring device and gas analyzer for determining released FP materials. The

composition and functions of the main equipment are as well as the cold test

apparatus, This heating performance of the furnace has achieved the maximum

operating temperature of 3000°C, the maximum heating rate of over the 20°C/sec.

Gas sampler which collect the FP gas is installed (gas sampler not installed in cold

one). And, since sodium vapor supplying method which can be applied to the hot

test apparatus is not established, there is no sodium vapor generator in the present
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state.

Since the test apparatus had to be installed in the existing hot cell, the constraint of

the installation space was heavily. Therefore, the devices (TGT and furnace, etc.)

of which the radiation level increased in the test were installed in the hot cell from

the viewpoint of the radiation protection, and the devices (operation and control

panels and gas analyzers, etc.) which needed steady operation were installed in

operation area in front of the hot cell. It is necessary to carry out decomposition

and assembly of furnace and TGT, etc. installed in the hot cell by the manipulator.

Though various type analyzer seem to be necessary in both on-line and off-line

analyses, considering the measurement item. 7 -ray spectrum measuring device, gas

mass spectrograph, gas chromatography have been installed in the present state. FP

material which trapped to the sintered metal filter is analyzed using the 7 -ray

spectrum measuring device, Released FP gas is analyzed using the gas mass

spectrograph by on-line, and FP gas collected in the gas sampler is analyzed using

the gas chromatography by off-line. It must be confirmed whether the those

analysis method are appropriate by executing the experiment.

4.2 Cold preliminary experiment

After test apparatus completion, it carried out the functional test which confirms

operation and performance of each test apparatus part, remote manipulation and

maintenance, etc. and had been improving the inferior performance part which

found in these test anytime.

Therefore, we began the cold preliminary experiment using the simulant FP

material started after the functional experiment. The heating and melting

performance of the simulant FP material and the performance of the sampling

devices, etc. is been confirmed.

Csl, SrO, etc. are used as the simulant FP material in this cold experiment. Cold

preliminary experiment using Csl specimen has ended under the condition which

specimen mass of lOOmg, argon atmosphere, heating rate at 2.5°C/sec, maximum

heating temperature of 3000°C, maximum temperature keeping time of 20minute.
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The Csl deposition profile in the temperature gradient tube which obtained in this

test and the result of similar experiment conducted in ORNL (test condition: heating

temperature 700°C, atmosphere: Argon + steam ) are shown in figure 5. To

compare these results, both result agreed well, and it was confirmed that there was

no apparatus dependence related to TGT.

5.SUMMARY

(1) The FP release experiment apparatus from irradiate fuel was developed and it

had been improving the inferior performance part which found in these test

anytime.

(2) As a result of the cold preliminary experiment using the Csl specimen,

deposition profile of Csl in TGT confirmed that it agreed with the similar

experimental result carried out in foreign country well and that there was no

apparatus dependence related to TGT.

(3) In the future, it is necessary to develop the sodium vapor supplying method

which can be applied to the hot test apparatus and to establish analysis

procedure of released FP.
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Fig 1. Comparison Between Experimental Results and NUREG-0772
Evaluation on FP Release Rate
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Fig 2. Schematic Drawing of the Cold Test Apparatus
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